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Material and fabrication advances have brought polymer high speed, low voltage EO modulators close to
commercial development. The technology is now being applied to more complex photonic switches and circuits and
we will review some of the latest applications of polymers in photonics.
Polymer optical modulators have the unique advantage of being flexible and able to conform to a desired surface.
We will present results on flexible modulators and the measured effects of bending on Vπ and the extinction ratio.
The allowed bending radius without significant increases in insertion loss or physical damage will be presented.
EO and passive polymers also hold promise in the field of micro-photonics. We will present our results on polymer
micro-ring resonators integrated with polymer waveguides. Passive micro-resonators with a finesse of 141 @
1300nm and 117 @ 1550nm have been achieved. Larger rings with Q’s of over 105 @ 1300 nm have been
demonstrated. We will show the use of electro-optic micro-resonators as low voltage limited RF bandwidth
modulators.
Coupled micro-resonators can be used for wide-band tuning of lasers based on the vernier effect. We have
demonstrated coupled rings with a tuning enhancement factor of 40. These coupled resonators have been both
voltage and thermally tuned. The measurements on a tunable laser based on the coupled resonators and EDFA.
Finally we will review some recent work on polymer micro-ring sensors and linearized optical modulators.
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